Abstract. We describe a half-approximation algorithm, b-Suitor, for computing a b-Matching of maximum weight in a graph with weights on the edges. b-Matching is a generalization of the well-known Matching problem in graphs, where the objective is to choose a subset of M edges in the graph such that at most a specified number b(v) of edges in M are incident on each vertex v. Subject to this restriction we maximize the sum of the weights of the edges in M . We prove that the b-Suitor algorithm computes the same b-Matching as the one obtained by the greedy algorithm for the problem. We implement the algorithm on serial and shared-memory parallel processors, and compare its performance against a collection of approximation algorithms that have been proposed for the Matching problem. Our results show that the b-Suitor algorithm outpeforms the Greedy and Locally Dominant edge algorithms by one to two orders of magnitude on a serial processor. The b-Suitor algorithm has a high degree of concurrency, and it scales well up to 240 threads on a shared memory multiprocessor. The b-Suitor algorithm outperforms the Locally Dominant edge algorithm by a factor of fourteen on 16 cores of an Intel Xeon multiprocessor.
1. Introduction. We describe a half-approximation algorithm, b-Suitor, for computing a b-Matching of maximum weight in a graph, implement it on serial and shared-memory parallel processors, and compare its performance against a collection of approximation algorithms that have been proposed for the Matching problem. b-Matching is a generalization of the well-known Matching problem in graphs, where the objective is to choose a subset of M edges in the graph such that at most a specified number b(v) of edges in M are incident on each vertex v, and subject to this restriction we maximize the sum of the weights of the edges in M .
There has been a flurry of activity on approximation algorithms for the weighted Matching problem in recent years, since (exact) algorithms for computing optimal matchings, while requiring polynomial-time for many problems, still are too expensive for massive graphs with close to a billion edges. These approximation algorithms have nearly linear time complexity, are simple to implement, and have high concurrency, so that effective serial and shared-memory parallel algorithms are now available. Experimentally they compute nearly optimal matchings as well in terms of weight.
While a few earlier papers have described exact algorithms for b-Matchings, these again have high computational complexity, and are difficult to implement efficiently. We do not know of an effective program that is currently available in the public domain. There has been much less work on approximation algorithms and implementations for b-Matching problems. b-Matchings have been applied to a number of problems from different domains: these include finite element mesh refinement [30] , median location problems [40] , spectral data clustering [19] , semi-supervised learning [20] , etc.
Recently, Choromanski, Jebara and Tang [3] used b-Matching to solve a data privacy problem called k-Anonymity. Given a database of n instances each with d attributes, the k-Anonymity problem asks for the fewest elements to hide so that each instance i will be confused with k i − 1 other instances to ensure privacy. The problem is NP-hard, and a heuristic solution is obtained by grouping each instance with the specified number (or more) of other instances that are most similar to it in the attributes. The grouping step is done by creating a complete graph with the instances as the vertices and the similarity score between two instances as the edge weight between the two vertices. Then a b-Matching of maximum weight is computed, where b(i) = k i − 1. The authors of [3] used a perfect b-Matching for the grouping step in the context of an iterative algorithm for the k-Anonymity problem, but this is not guaranteed to converge because a perfect b-Matching might not exist for a specified set of b(i) values. In recent work, Choromanski, Khan, Pothen and Jebara [4] have used the b-Suitor algorithm (described here) to guarantee convergence in this iterative algorithm, provide an approximation bound of half the optimum weight, and also solve the problem an order of magnitude faster. Moreover, a specific variant of b-Suitor, the delayed partial scheme, reduces the space complexity of k-Anonymity from quadratic to linear in the number of instances. A k-Anonymity problem with a million instances and five hundred features has been solved by this approach on a Xeon processor with twenty cores in about ten hours. This approach has increased the size of k-Anonymity problems solved by three orders of magnitude from earlier algorithms. These authors have also formulated the k-Anonymity problem in terms of the related concept of b-Edge covers.
Our contributions in this paper are as follows:
1. We propose the b-Suitor algorithm, a new half-approximation algorithm for b-Matching, based on the recent Suitor algorithm for Matching. This latter algorithm is considered to be among the best performing algorithms based on matching weight and run time. 2. We prove that the b-Suitor algorithm computes the same b-Matching as the one obtained by the well-known Greedy algorithm for the problem. 3. We have implemented the b-Suitor algorithm on serial processors and sharedmemory multiprocessors, and explored six variants of the algorithm to improve its performance. 4. We evaluate the performance of these variants on a collection of test problems, and compare the weight and runtimes with seven other approximation and heuristic algorithms for the problem. 5. We show that the b-Suitor algorithm is highly concurrent, and show that it scales well up to 240 threads on shared memory multiprocessors.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes concepts and definitions needed to discuss Matchings and b-Matchings. We then discuss earlier work on exact and approximation algorithms for these problems. In Section 3 we describe the serial b-Suitor algorithm, prove it correct, and then develop a parallel algorithm. We describe variants of the algorithm that could improve its performance. The next Section 4 reports on the processor architectures, test problems, the weight of the approximate matchings, and factors that influence performance such as the number of edges traversed, cache misses, and finally the run times. We compare the run times of the b-Suitor algorithm with other approximation algorithms for both serial and parallel computations. We discuss how the run time performance is improved by optimizations that exploit architectural features of the multiprocessors. We also investigate scalability of the b-Suitor algorithm on a processor with 16 threads, and a co-processor with 240 threads. The final Section 6 includes our concluding remarks. in the approximation. This is called the path-growing algorithm, PGA. Dynamic programming can be employed on each path to obtain a heaviest matching from each path, and this practically improves the weight of the computed matching. This variant is called the PGA' algorithm. Maue and Sanders [27] describe a global paths algorithm (GPA) that sorts the edges in non-increasing order of weights, and then grows paths from the edges in this order. All these algorithms typically find matchings of weight greater than 95% of the optimal matching, and the GPA algorithm usually finds the heaviest weight matching in practice. Due to the high quality and speed of the half-approximation algorithms, algorithms with better approximation ratios are not usually competitive for weighted matching.
Considering parallel algorithms, several variants of the locally dominant matching have been proposed. The algorithm of Fagginger Auer and Bisseling [11] targets parallel efficiency on GPU architectures by relaxing the guarantee of half approximation. Vertices are randomly colored blue or red, following which blue colored vertices propose to red colored vertices. In the next step, red colored vertices respond to proposals, if any, and pick the best proposal. Edges along matching proposals between blue and red colored vertices get added to the matched set, and the corresponding vertices are marked black. Vertices without potential mates get marked as dead. The algorithm iterates until there are no more eligible (blue) vertices to match. In recent work, Naim, Manne, Halappanavar et al. provide GPU implementations of the SUITOR algorithm that guarantees half approximation and exploits the hierarchical parallelism of modern Nvidia GPU architectures [32] .
Riedy et al. [38] have implemented a locally dominant algorithm for community detection. It iterates through unmatched vertices to identify locally dominant edges, adding them to the matched set, and iterating until a maximal matching has been computed. Since this is a variant of the Manne and Bisseling algorithm, it obtains half approximation for the weight of the matched edges. This implementation targets the massively multithreaded Cray XMT platform that supports fine-grained synchronization as well as multithreaded computations using OpenMP. Halappanavar, Feo, Villa et al. [15] have designed a novel dataflow algorithm to implement the locally dominant edge algorithm that exploits the hardware features of the Cray XMT. On measures of the run times on serial and parallel processors for the 1-Matching problem, the Suitor algorithm has been demonstrated to perform better than other approximation algorithms [24] . In this work, we consider b-Matchings rather than Matchings, and in doing so, extend the ideas from the Suitor algorithm with techniques such as partial sorting, delayed updates, and the order in which proposals are extended.
We discuss approximation algorithms with better approximation ratios than half. Randomized algorithms that have approximation ratio of 2/3 − for small positive values of have been designed. These algorithms have been found to be an order of magnitude slower than the half-approximation algorithms [27] . A (1 − ) approximation algorithm based on the scaling approach has been designed recently by Duan and Pettie [9] . This algorithm is based on the scaling approach for weighted matching, runs in O(mlog n 3 −2 ) time, and it is not believed to be a practical algorithm. This paper and Hougardy [16] provide comprehensive surveys of the work on approximate matching algorithms.
We now describe a new half-approximation algorithm for matching called the Suitor algorithm that was recently proposed by Manne and Halappanavar [24] . This algorithm is currently the best performing algorithm in terms of the two metrics of the run time and weight of the matching. The b-Suitor algorithm proposed in this paper is derived from this algorithm. The Suitor algorithm may be considered as an improvement over the Locally Dominant algorithm (LD).
In the LD algorithm, each vertex sets a pointer to the neighbor it wishes to match with. Vertices can consider neighbors to match with in decreasing order to weights. When two vertices point to each other, the edge is locally dominating, and is added to the matching. Edges adjacent to locally dominant edges are deleted, and the algorithm iteratively searches for locally dominant edges, adds them to the matching, and updates the graph.
In the Suitor algorithm, each vertex u proposes to match with its heaviest neighbor v that currently does not have a better offer than the weight of the edge (u, v). When two vertices propose to each other, then they are matched. The algorithm keeps track of the best current offer (the weight of the edge proposed to be matched) of each vertex. A vertex u extends a proposal to a neighbor v only if the weight of the edge (u, v) is heavier than the current best offer that v has. This reduces the number of candidate edges that need to be searched for matching relative to the LD algorithm. If vertex u finds that a neighbor v that it could propose to has a current offer from another vertex x that is less than the weight of the edge (u, v), then it annuls the proposal from the vertex x, proposes to v, and updates the current best offer of the vertex v to the weight of (u, v). Now the vertex x needs to propose to its next heaviest neighbor y that already does not have an offer better than the weight of the edge (x, y). It can be shown that the Suitor algorithm computes the same matching as the one obtained by the Greedy and the LD matchings, provided ties are broken consistently.
Manne and Halappanavar have described shared-memory parallel implementations of the Suitor algorithm. Earlier, Manne and Bisseling [23] had developed a distributed-memory parallel algorithm based on the locally dominant edge idea, and this was followed by Halappanavar, Feo, Villa et al. [15] who developed shared memory parallel algorithms for several machines.
A heuristic algorithm called Heavy Edge Matching (HEM), that matches the heaviest edge incident on each vertex in an arbitrary order of vertices, has been used to coarsen graphs in the multilevel graph partitioning algorithm [21] . This algorithm provides no guarantees on the approximation ratio of the weighted matching that it computes, but it is faster relative to the approximation algorithms considered here [24] . We will discuss it further in the Section 4 on results.
2.2. Approximation Algorithms for b-Matching. Relatively little work has been done on approximate b-Matching. Mestre [28] showed that a b-Matching is a relaxation of a matroid called a k-extendible system with k = 2, and hence that the Greedy algorithm gives a 1/k = 1/2-approximation for a maximum weighted b-Matching. He generalized the Path-Growing algorithm of Drake and Hougardy [8] to obtain an O(bm) time 1/2-approximation algorithm. He also generalized a randomized algorithm for Matching to obtain (2/3 − )-approximation algorithm with expected running time O(bm log 1 ) [28] . We will compare the performance of the serial b-Suitor algorithm with the PGA and PGA' algorithms later in this paper. Since the PGA algorithm is inherently sequential, it is not a good candidate for parallelization. Morales et al. [6] have adapted the Greedy algorithm and an integer linear program (ILP) based algorithm to the MapReduce environment to compute b-Matchings in bipartite graphs. There have been several attempts at developing fast b-Matching algorithms using linear programming [22, 25] , but where experimental studies have been performed, these methods are orders of magnitude slower than the approximation algorithms considered in this paper. Georgiadis and Papatriantafilou [13] have developed a distributed algorithm based on adding locally dominating edges to the b-Matching. We also implement the LD algorithm and compare it with the b-Suitor algorithm in Section 4.
3. New b-Matching algorithm. We describe here a new parallel approximation algorithm for maximum edge weighted b-Matching called b-Suitor.
3.1. Sequential b-Suitor Algorithm. For each vertex u, we maintain a priority queue S(u) that contains at most b(u) elements from its adjacency list N (u). The intent of this priority queue is to maintain a list of neighbors of u that have proposed to u and hence are Suitors of u. The priority queue enables us to update the lowest weight of a Suitor of u, in log b(u) time. If u has fewer than b(u) Suitors, then we define this lowest weight to be zero. The operation S(u).insert(v) adds the vertex v to the priority queue of u with the weight W (u, v). If S(u) has b(u) vertices, then the vertex with the lowest weight in the priority queue is discarded on insertion of v. This lowest matched vertex is stored in S(u).last; if the priority queue contained fewer than b(u) vertices, then a value of N U LL is returned for S(u).last.
In what follows, we will need to break ties consistently when the weights of two vertices are equal. Without loss of generality, we will say that W (u) > W (v) if the weights are equal but vertex u is numbered lower than v.
It is also conceptually helpful to consider an array T (u) which contains the vertices that u has proposed to. We could consider these as speculative matches. Again, there are at most b(u) neighbors of u in the set T (u), and so this is a subset of N (u). The operation T (u).insert(v) inserts a vertex v into the array T (u), and T (u).remove(v) removes the vertex v from T (u). Throughout the algorithm, we maintain the property that v ∈ S(u) if and only if u ∈ T (v). When the algorithm terminates, we satisfy the property that v ∈ S(u) if and only if u ∈ S(v), and then (u, v) is an edge in the b-Matching.
Consider the situation when we attempt to find the i-th neighbor for a vertex u to propose to match to. At this stage u has made i − 1 outstanding proposals to vertices in the set T i−1 (u), the index showing the number of proposals made by u. We must have i ≤ b(u), for u can have at most b(u) outstanding proposals. If a vertex u has fewer than b(u) outstanding proposals, then we say that it is unsaturated ; if it has b(u) outstanding proposals, then it is saturated. The b-Suitor algorithm finds a partner for u, p i (u), according to the following equation:
In words, the i-th vertex that u proposes to is a neighbor v that it it has not proposed to yet, such that the weight of the edge (u, v) is maximum among such neighbors, and is also greater than the lowest weight offer v has currently. We will call such a vertex v an eligible partner for u at this stage in the algorithm. Note that the vertex p i (u) belongs to T i (u) but not to T i−1 (u).
We present the pseudo code of the sequential b-Suitor in Algorithm 1. We describe a recursive version of the algorithm since it is easier to understand, although the versions we have implemented for both serial and parallel algorithms use iteration rather than recursion. The algorithm processes all of the vertices, and for each vertex u, it seeks to match b(u) neighbors. In each iteration a vertex u proposes to a heaviest neighbor v it has not proposed to yet, if the weight W (u, v) is heavier than the weight offered by the last (b(v)-th) suitor of v. If it fails to find a partner, then we break out of the loop. If it succeeds in finding a partner x, then the algorithm calls the function MakeSuitor to make u the Suitor of x. This function updates the priority queue S(u) and the array T (u). When u becomes the Suitor of x, if it annuls the proposal of the previous Suitor of x, a vertex y, then the algorithm looks for an eligible partner z for y, and calls MakeSuitor recursively to make y a Suitor of z. We illustrate a sequence of operations of the b-Suitor algorithm in Figure 1 , and then removes a from being the Suitor of d. This removal of a is important because a now has one fewer partner. Eventually, the algorithm will process a again, finds the edge (a, e) and a becomes the Suitor of e in step (iii). When the vertices c and e propose to a, and vertices d and f propose to b, then Equation (1) is satisfied by all the vertices, and we have a 1/2-approximate matching.
To illustrate that the order of processing determines the work in the b-Suitor algorithm, we show a different processing order in Figure 1 (b). In step (i), the algorithm first processes vertex b, which proposes to f and d. Next in step (ii), it processes vertex a, which proposes to c as before. The next heaviest unprocessed neighbor of a is d, but vertex d already has an offer from b of weight 7. The b-Suitor algorithm checks the offer that vertex d has so far, which is 7 from b, and correctly deduce that a is not an eligible partner of d. So the algorithm moves on to the next heaviest edge incident on a, the edge (a, e), and matches the edge in step (iii), thus saving redundant computations. (The LD algorithm would have vertex a proposing to vertex d, which would eventually be rejected by d, and this in turn would initiate the search for a new partner for a.)
Of course, we do not know the order in which the proposals in the b-Suitor algorithm would be made in general; this order would influence the work in the algorithm but not its correctness, since Equation (1) would be satisfied by all vertices at the end of the algorithm. We will consider this aspect of the algorithm later.
3.2. Proof of Correctness. Now we prove that the b-Suitor algorithm computes the same matching as the Greedy algorithm, and hence that is is a 1/2-approximation algorithm. Lemma 1. Equation (3.1) is satisfied by all the proposals made by the vertices in the b-Suitor algorithm.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of proposals in the algorithm. Initially there are no proposals and the equation is trivially satisfied. Note that the variable x in the b-Suitor algorithm corresponds to an eligible partner for each vertex such that Equation (3.1) is satisfied. Assume that the invariant is true for the first k ≥ 0 proposals. Let the k + 1-st proposal be made by a vertex u to find its i + 1-st partner, p i+1 (u). There are three cases to consider. 1. p i+1 (u) = N U LL, i.e., there is no neighbor of u satisfying (3.1). Then the invariant is trivially satisfied since u does not extend a new proposal. 2. If p i+1 (u) = x and x has fewer than b(x) Suitors, the invariant is satisfied because the node x offers a better weight than the NULL vertex, whose weight is zero. 3. If p i+1 (u) = x and x has b(x) Suitors, i.e., W (u, x) > W (x, v) where v = S(x).last, we maintain the invariant when u proposes to x, and annuls the proposal from x to v, since the weight offered by u to x is greater than the offer of v.
But v now has one fewer partner, and the algorithm seeks a new partner for v.
Again, the function MakeSuitor searches for an eligible partner for the annulled vertex v satisfying Equation (1) . If it fails to find a partner, then the invariant holds since no new proposal has been made. If it finds a partner, then again the invariant holds since an eligible partner is chosen to satisfy the invariant.
However, the annulment of proposals could cascade, i.e., a vertex that gets annulled could cause another to be annulled in turn, and so on. However, since Equation (3.1) looks for an eligible partner with a higher weight than the current lowest offer the partner has, the cascading cannot cycle.
Since a vertex x annuls the proposal of another vertex y which proposed earlier to u, and there are fewer than n such vertices at any stage of the algorithm, the cascading will terminate after at most n − 1 steps. At that point the invariant holds for all proposed vertices. This completes the proof.
Lemma 2. At the termination of the b-Suitor algorithm, u ∈ S(v) ↔ v ∈ S(u).
Proof. For one direction, assume u ∈ S(v) and v ∈ S(u). If u has fewer than b(u) partners and v has fewer than b(v) partners, then v would propose to u and become a Suitor of u. Hence assume that |S(u)| = b(u). Then ∀t ∈ S(u) : W (u, t) > W (u, v), and u has b(u) partners to satisfy 3.1 and so does not propose to v. Thus u ∈ S(v) which is a contradiction.
The other direction follows from the symmetry of u and v.
Hence when the b-Suitor algorithm terminates, all proposals corresponds to matched edges.
Lemma 3. If (3.1) is satisfied for all u ∈ V then p i (.) defines the same matching as the Greedy algorithm, provided ties in weights are broken consistently in the two algorithms.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the sequence of the matched edges chosen by the Greedy algorithm. The base case is when the matching is empty, and in this case, the Lemma is trivially true. Assume that both the Greedy and b-Suitor algorithms agree on the first k edges matched by the former. In order to match these k edges, the Greedy algorithm has examined a subset of edges E ⊂ E, matching some of them and rejecting the others. An edge (u, v) is rejected by Greedy when either of its endpoints is saturated, i.e., it already has b(u) or b(v) matched neighbors. Note that the edge with the least weight in E is at least as heavy as the heaviest edge in F = E \ E . Therefore, Greedy will choose the k + 1-st matched edge from F .
Assume that the Greedy algorithm rejects t ≥ 0 heaviest edges in F until it finds an edge (u, v) whose endpoints have fewer than b(u) and b(v) matched neighbors, respectively. This edge is now chosen as the (k + 1)-st matched edge. We show that b-Suitor will also not match these t edges and pick (u, v) as a matched edge. Note that all of these t edges have at least one of their incident vertices as saturated. In order for b-Suitor to match any of these edges, it has to unmatch at least one edge from the k matched edges. But all the k matched edges are heavier than any of these t edges, and unmatching an edge in E to match one of the t rejected edges would violate Equation (3.1).
It remains to show that the edge (u, v) will not be unmatched by the b-Suitor algorithm later and will be included in the final matching. This is clear because the Greedy algorithm chose (u, v) from a globally sorted set of edges, which means W (u, v) is a locally dominant edge in both u and v's neighborhoods once earlier matched edges are excluded.
The two Lemmas lead to the following result. Theorem 4. When ties in the weights are broken consistently, the b-Suitor algorithm matches the same edges as the Greedy algorithm, and hence it computes a 1/2-approximate matching.
The running time of the algorithm is O(Σ u∈V δ(u) 2 log β) = O(m∆ log β). This follows since a node u might have to traverse its neighbor list at most δ(u) times to find a new partner for each of its b(u) matched edges, and each time we find a candidate, updating the heap costs O(log β). For small β ∈ {2, 3}, we use an array instead of a heap to avoid the heap updating cost.
If we completely sort the adjacency list of each vertex in decreasing order of weights, it needs to be traversed only once in the b-Suitor algorithm. For, when a vertex x is passed over in an adjacency list of a vertex v, x has a better offer than the weight v can offer, and as the algorithm proceeds, the weight of the lowest offer that x has can only increase. Hence v does not need to extend a proposal to the vertex x in the future. But sorting adds an additional cost of O(m log ∆), so that the time complexity of this variant of the algorithm is O(m log ∆ + m log β) = O(m log β∆). By partially sorting the adjacency list, and choosing the part sizes to sort carefully, we can reduce the time complexity even further, and this is discussed in Section 3.4.
The Parallel b-Suitor algorithm.
In this Subsection we describe a shared memory parallel b-Suitor algorithm. It uses iteration rather than recursion; it queues vertices whose proposals have been rejected for later processing unlike the recursive algorithm that processes them immediately. It is to be noted that b-Suitor finds the solution irrespective of the order of the vertices as well as the edges are processed which means the solution is stable irrespective of how operating system schedules the threads. It uses locks for synchronizing multiple threads to ensure sequential consistency.
The parallel algorithm is described in Algorithm 3. The algorithm maintains a queue of unsaturated vertices Q which it tries to find partners for during the current iteration of the while loop, and also a queue of vertices Q that become deficient in this iteration to be processed again in the next iteration. The algorithm then attempts to find a partner for each vertex u in Q in parallel. It tries to find b(u) proposals for u to make while the adjacency list N (u) has not been exhaustively searched thus far in the course of the algorithm. Consider the situation when a vertex u has i − 1 < b(u) vertices outstanding proposals. The vertex u can propose to a vertex p in N (u) if it is a heaviest neighbor in the set N (u) \ T i−1 (u), and if the weight of the edge (u, p) is greater than the lowest offer that p has. In this case, we say that p is an eligible partner for u. (Thus p would accept the proposal of u rather than its current lowest offer.)
If the algorithm finds a partner p for u, then the thread processing the vertex u attempts to acquire the lock for the priority queue S(p) so that other vertices do not concurrently become Suitors of p. This attempt might take some time to succeed since another thread might have the lock for p. Once the thread processing u succeeds in acquiring the lock, then it needs to check again if p continues to be an eligible partner, since by this time another thread might have found another Suitor for p, and its lowest offer might have changed. If p is still an eligible partner for u, then we increment the count of the number of proposals made by u, and make u a Suitor of p. If in this process, we dislodge the last Suitor x of p, then we add x to the queue of vertices Q to be processed in the next iteration. Finally the thread unlocks the vertex p.
Now we can consider what happens when we fail to find an eligible partner p for a vertex u. This means that we have exhaustively searched all neighbors of u in N (u), and none of these vertices offers a weight greater than the lowest offer u has, S(u).last. After we have considered every vertex u ∈ Q to be processed, we can update data structures for the next iteration. We update Q to be the set of vertices in Q ; and the vector b to reflect the number of additional partners we need to find for each vertex u using db(u), the number of times u's proposal was annulled by a neighbor.
Since the set of edges that satisfy Equation 3.1 in the entire graph is unique (with our tie breaking scheme for weights), the order in which we consider the edges does not matter for correctness by Lemma 1. However, this order will influence the work done by the algorithm, and by processing the adjacency list of vertices in decreasing order of weights, we expect to reduce this work.
3.4.
Variants of the b-Suitor Algorithm. We consider three orthogonal variations to make the b-Suitor algorithm more efficient. The first concerns the sorting of the adjacency lists of the vertices, the second considers when a vertex whose proposal is annulled should be extend a new proposal, and the third involves the order in which vertices should extend proposals.
3.
) is a key parameter that determines both the work to be done in partial sorting as well the probability that we can find the matching using edges solely from this subset. Given an adjacency list A(v) = adj(v) and a subset size p(v), we find the heaviest p(v) neighbors from A(v) and sort only this subset. The p th largest neighbor is found using an algorithm similar to the partition function in Quicksort. the adjacency list is partitioned into two subsets with respect to the pivot, and the subset with heavier edges than the pivot is sorted.
What should an algorithm do when a vertex v exhausts its partially sorted subset of neighbors without finding b(v) partners? We consider two schemes: i) falling back to the unsorted mode for the rest of the neighbor list and ii) computing the next heaviest batch of p(v) neighbors by partial sorting. In the serial b-Suitor algorithm, we use the batching scheme. In the parallel version of b-Suitor, falling back to the unsorted scheme may be useful in some cases, more specifically in combination with the Eager update case to be discussed next.
For the algorithm that employs partial sorting with batching, the total running time is O(mc + ncp log p + m log β) ≈ O(m(c + log β)), where p is the maximum subset size over all vertices, and c is the maximum number of batches (subsets) required for any node. Here the first term comes from the selection of the pivots in each adjacency list, the second term from the partial sorting. and the final term from updating the heap as edges are added or deleted from it. The number of batches c satisfies 1 ≤ c ≤ max v∈V δ(v)/p(v). If we choose p(v) carefully, we could avoid having to sort more than a few batches, and hence the number of batches could be bounded by a small constant. In practice, with good choices that will be discussed in Section 4, we observe that the average number of batches per node is indeed bounded by a constant. Hence the time complexity of the partially sorted b-Suitor algorithm becomes O(m log β).
Delayed versus Eager Processing.
We consider two strategies for how the algorithm treats a vertex x whose proposal is annulled. The algorithm can either immediately have x extend another proposal (an Eager update), or put it a separate queue for later processing (a Delayed update). The recursive b-Suitor algorithm described earlier is the Eager Update variant. The downside of this scheme is that as soon as the algorithm makes the vertex v as the current vertex, we could lose memory locality. Also the vertex v's next offer to a neighbor will be lower than its rejected offer, and it could be rejected again. To make matters worse, the annulment operations could cascade. Another issue with this scheme for b-Matching is that a vertex v can have more than one proposal annulled at the same time. In a partially sorted scheme, two threads may initiate partial sorting on v's neighbor list which requires synchronization causing further overhead. Our experiments show that falling back to unsorted mode mentioned above performs better with Eager update.
If a vertex x has k proposals annulled, the algorithm needs to find k new partners for x. In the Delayed scheme the dislodged vertex x is stored in a queue Q once, and we count the number of times it gets dislodged. After the current iteration is done, the algorithm can start processing all the deficient vertices x from the queue Q , and it processes the vertex x to find multiple partners.
Considering all these enhancements, we have six variations of our b-Suitor algorithm. We name these schemes as follows: i) Eager Unsorted (ST EU), ii) Eager Sorted (ST ES), iii) Eager Partially Sorted (ST EP), iv) Delayed Unsorted (ST DU), v) Delayed Sorted (ST DS) and vi) Delayed Partially Sorted (ST DP).
3.4.3.
Order in which vertices are processed. We can also investigate how the order in which vertices make proposals influences the work in the serial b-Suitor algorithm.
A sophisticated approach is to partition the edges into heavy and light edges based on their weight, and to consider only the heavy edges incident on the vertices as candidates to be matched. Hence initially each vertex only makes as many proposals as the number of heavy edges incident on it. If this initial phase succeeds in finding b(v) matches for a vertex v, then we are done with that vertex. If it does not, then in a second phase, v proposes to the neighbors of v that are incident on it through the light edges to make up the deficit if possible. Giving higher priority to heavier edges to be involved in proposals could decrease the number of annulled proposals in the algorithm, and potentially search fewer edges leading to faster runtimes. Clearly in this case, finding a good value for the pivot element to split each adjacency list into heavy and light edges is important. Recall that B = v∈V b(v). We have empirically chosen the weight of the kB-th element as this pivot value, where k is a small integer typically between 1 and 5.
A simpler approach is to sort each vertex by the heaviest edge incident on it, and then to process the vertices in the algorithm in this order. This scheme has the advantage of simplicity, and low overhead cost, since it needs only to sort the vertices by a key value.
Experiments and Results. We conducted our experiments on an Intel
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Xeon
R 1 E5-2670 processor based system (part of the Purdue University Community Cluster, called Conte 2 ). The system consists of two processors, each with 8 cores running at 2.6 GHz (16 cores in total) with 32 KB of L1, 256 KB of L2, 20 MB of unified L3 cache and 64 GB of memory. The system is also equipped with a 60-core Intel R Xeon Phi TM coprocessor running at 1.1 GHz with 32 KB L1 data cache per core and 512 KB unified L2 Cache. The operating system is Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6. All the codes were developed using C++ and compiled using the Intel R C++ Composer XE 2013 compiler 3 (version: 1.1.163) using the -O3 flag. Our testbed consists of both real-world and synthetic graphs. Synthetic datasets were generated using the Graph500 RMAT data generator [31] . We generate three different synthetic datasets varying the RMAT parameters (similar to previous work [24] ). These are (i) rmat b with parameter set (0.55, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15), (ii) rmat g with parameter set (0.45, 0.15, 0.15, 0.25), and (iii) rmat er with parameter set (0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25). These graphs have varying degree distributions representing different application areas. We also consider a random geometric graph (geo 14) [35] that has recently attracted attention in the study of neural networks, astrophysics, etc.
Additionally we consider ten real-world datasets taken from the University of Florida Matrix collection [5] covering mutually exclusive application areas such as medical science, structural engineering, and sensor data. Table 1 shows the sizes of our testbed. Our testbed is divided into two subsets: the first nine problems with tens of millions of edges or greater, and the last five with low edge counts. The larger problems are the five largest symmetric problems from Florida Matrix collection. The other five out of these ten real world problems have fewer than a million edges, and we use these to compare the matching quality of the approximation algorithms relative to the exact matching. The reason for using smaller datasets for quality comparison is that we do not have a good implementation for exact non-perfect b-Matching. The exact b-Matching algorithm that we compare b-Suitor to uses integer linear programming and is programmed in Matlab. This implementation can run only on the smaller datasets due to memory limitations, and hence we selected the largest symmetric problems that this implementation could solve.
The space complexity of the best performing delayed partial b-Suitor algorithm is 2m + 5n + nβ. Our largest problem rmat er requires roughly 572 MB of memory when β = 10. For each vertex, b-Suitor accesses its adjacency list and the heap associated with its neighbors. We use the compressed row storage format for storing the adjacency list and the heap size for each node is at most β . In shared memory, each thread processes one vertex at a time and there are 16 such threads. So the working memory requirement in parallel execution of the algorithm is roughly 16 * (δ avg + δ avg * β), where δ avg is the average degree of a vertex. For example with β = 10, the working memory for rmat er is roughly 500 KB, which fits in the L3 cache of the Xeon, and barely so in the L2 cache of the Phi.
Serial Performance.
We analyze the serial performance of twelve algorithms: Greedy, PGA, PGA', three variants of LD and six variations of b-Suitor. The LD algorithms differ in terms of whether the neighbor list of each vertex is unsorted, sorted or partially sorted; we call these LD U , LD S and LD P , respectively.
We have considered two sets of b(v) values for the experiments. algorithms that we consider in this section. We found that the quality of the weighted b-Matchings obtained by the former algorithms was dependent on the order in which the vertices were processed. We repeated the computations for the original ordering and three random orderings of the vertices. For HEM, the coefficient of variation was 1.3, whereas for the PG algorithm it was 0.8. The Greedy, LD, and the b-Suitor algorithms all find the identical matching irrespective of vertex ordering, and the weight is not affected by the order in which the vertices are processed. For this reason, we do not consider the HEM algorithm any further.
In Table 2 we compare the total edge weight computed by b-Suitor with the edge weight of an optimal b-Matching for different choices of b(v). We see that although b-Suitor guarantees only half approximation in the worst-case, it finds more than 97% of the optimal weight for the five smaller problems where we could run the exact algorithm. The matching weight increases with higher b(v) values and greater number of edges.
We compare the weights of the matchings obtained by different approximate b-Matching algorithms in Figure 2 . Since LD, Greedy, and b-Suitor algorithms find exactly the same set of matched edges when ties are broken consistently, we need to compare the quality of the matching only among b-Suitor and PGA' (Path Growing with Dynamic Programming) relative to the PGA (Path Growing). We report the percent improvement of matching quality for b(v) = {1, 10}. We observe that b-Suitor and PGA' give better quality matchings, up to 14% relative to PGA, for b(v) = 1. But with the higher b(v) = 10, the improvements are lower, up to 9%; also the differences between b-Suitor and PGA' are smaller. This is an important insight for the b-Matching problem overall relative to the Matching problem. Given a fixed b value, the expected number of matched edges is (n × b)/2, meaning that the set of matched edges is larger with higher b(v). As the solution set gets larger, it is less likely that a b-Matching algorithm will miss out on a good edge. Therefore, the difference in matching quality will tend to be smaller among the b-Matching algorithms than for Matching algorithms; this difference should also decrease with increasing b(v) values.
Runtimes of the algorithms.
There are two factors that influence the run times of these algorithms: (i) the number of edge traversals required; and (ii) the memory access times, primarily determined by the number of cache misses. Note that the edges searched in sorting or partially sorting the adjacency lists are also included in the first term. Sorting adds additional computational costs as well. We consider these issues one by one.
Recall that the partially sorted variants of the LD and b-Suitor algorithms work with a subset of the adjacency list of each vertex. We chose the size of this sorted subset p(v) empirically to reduce the number of edge traversals. For 1-matching, the best value of p(v) = 9 * b(v) for all problems except kron.logn21, for which the multiplier is 11, and geo 14, for which it is 14. For 10-matching, the best value of the multiplier was 3 for the first group of problems, 5 for kron.logn21, and 9 for geo 14. For each problem, these values are nearly identical for the variants of the b-Suitor algorithm and the variants of the LD algorithm, since all of them compute the same b-Matching (identical to the Greedy algorithm, cf. Theorem 4). With these choices for p(v), for more than 90% of the vertices, one batch sufficed to find their mates in the b-Matching.
The number of edge traversals is the total number of times the edges of a graph are searched. We compare the number of edge traversals for 1-Matching in Table 3 and 10-Matching in Table 4 .
Since we present results in the same Table format in this section, we discuss here this manner of describing the performance of an algorithm. We show only the unsorted and partially sorted variants of the LD and b-Suitor algorithms because the runtimes for the fully sorted variations are not competitive due to the costs of complete sorting. (The adjacency list of every vertex is sorted, not the edge lists.) Our performance metrics are the number of edge traversals, the number of cache misses and runtimes; for all of these lower values are better. The entries in the table are absolute values of the metrics and the winners are highlighted in bold font. The last row of a table is the average relative performance which shows the relative performance of the algorithms with respect to the delayed partial variant of the b-Suitor algorithm (ST DP). This value is calculated for a specific algorithm by dividing the metric for that algorithm by the ST DP metric for each problem, and then computing the geometric mean of these normalized quantities. Thus the average relative performance of ST DP is always 1, and that of a better (worse) performing algorithm is less (greater) than 1.
In Table 3 , we observe that for Matching (1-Matching), the delayed update and partially sorted adjacency list (DP) variant of the b-Suitor algorithm requires the fewest edge traversals for all except one problem. If we divide the number of edges traversed by this algorithm by the total number of edges for each problem, the mean is 14%. This clearly shows that the subsets of the adjacency lists we sort suffice to find the Matching using the DP b-Suitor algorithm. In the Eager update and partially sorted version of the b-Suitor algorithm, once we exhaust the first batch in each adjacency list, we switch to unsorted mode, and this leads to increased number of edges traversed (by a factor of two or more over DP). The reasons for this swich are explained in Section 3.4. The LD algorithm also benefits from partial sorting, and this is the second best performer with respect to this metric. The unsorted variants of Table 4 Number of edge traversals (in millions) for 10−Matching the algorithms require fifteen to sixty times more edge traversals than the DP variant of b-Suitor.
We see the same effect, in an even more pronounced manner, in Table 4 for 10-Matching. Note that the multiplier here is smaller (3 for most problems) because the value of b(v) is higher. Again ST DP is the best performer, and the partial sort reduces the number of edge traversals from their unsorted counterparts by two to three orders of magnitude. DP b-Suitor algorithm traverses fewer edges than the second best performer, the partially sorted variant of the LD algorithm by a factor greater than six. Now we turn to cache misses. In Figure 3 , we show the number of L1, L2 and L3 cache misses (log) relative to ST DP scheme of b-Suitor for the rmat er problem. We observe that PGA' incurs the highest number of cache misses, 2 8 × with respect to the ST DP algorithm, since it is DFS based. We also observe that the unsorted versions LD U , ST EU and ST DU have higher numbers of cache misses than their corresponding (partially) sorted versions, because sorting allows the algorithms to scan the adjacency lists only once in order to find the heaviest remaining edges. From the Figure, we also see that ST DS and ST DP incur the least number of cache misses with ST DS slightly less than that of ST DP . We observe a similar pattern for all other problems.
The previous two results confirm our claim that b-Suitor is more efficient than the other algorithms both in terms of the number of edge traversals and in the cache hits. These efficiencies translate into serial run time performance on the Intel Xeon processor, which we compare in Tables 5 and 6 .
In Table 5 , we report the runtime results of seven algorithmic variants for b-Matching with b = 10 on nine of the larger problems. Due to the number of columns we can include in the table, we have not shown results for the PGA' algorithm since it was a poor performer. We have listed the problems in increasing order of the number of edges (in millions) traversed by the DP Suitor algorithm (in the last column), and show that it correlates quite well with the run times of the DP Suitor algorithm. There are only two exceptions to greater runtimes with increase in the number of edges traversed. The first of these is the geometric random graph geo 14, where the run time is lower than expected. It has an extremely high average vertex degree, which makes it easy to find b-Matchings. The second is the kron.logn21 problem, which has edges all of equal weight.
Since the cache misses for the rmat er problem are shown in Figure 3 , for this problem, we can try to correlate the runtimes of the seven algorithms with the observed cache misses for them. However, as the reader can verify, these metrics are poorly correlated.
In Table 6 , we show the serial runtimes for eight algorithms when random values of b(v) are used. We observe that all four schemes of b-Suitor are considerably faster than the other algorithms, b-Suitor with the partial sorting schemes ST EP and ST DP being roughly twice faster than their unsorted variants. The LD algorithm with partially sorted adjacency lists follows the b-Suitor algorithms with their performances within a factor of 5 of the latter. The Path Growing algorithms and the Greedy algorithms are slower than ST DP by factor of 13 − 15. Finally, as expected from the previous results, LD U is the slowest by a factor of 35 over the best variant of Finally, we study the effect of the order in which the vertices are processed for matching in b-Suitor algorithms. We present the impact of the heaviest edge and pivot ordering on the number of proposals extended in the course of the algorithm in Figure 4 . We find that both these ordering schemes reduce the number of proposals, and report the results as a percentage reduction over the variant with no reordering (i.e,, the original vertex ordering in the problem is used). The heaviest edge reordering reduces the number of proposals by up to 32%, whereas the pivot ordering reduces this number up to 17% [ Figure 4 ]. Since fewer proposals translates to less work, one would expect the run time to improve for b-Suitor. But the ordering itself adds an overhead cost, i.e., the additional cost of sorting the vertices by this key. If the reduction of run time due to fewer edge traversals can not compensate for the reordering overhead, then the run time will increase. We observe that for smaller graphs where the amount of work is low, the reduced work load can not compensate for the reordering overhead, and so the reordering led to increased run times (up to 6%). On the other hand, the run time reduces for larger graphs but by at most 12%. We conjecture that the reordering of the vertices will be more important for distributed-memory parallel algorithms, where reducing the number of proposals could lead to fewer proposals having to be communicated across the interconnection network.
The impact of various schemes on the Matching and the b-Matching problems is summarized in Table 7 . For Matching, the full/partial sorting scheme reduces the number of edge traversals, but since the work per vertex in Matching is small, the impact on runtimes is also small due to the sorting overhead. Similarly, delayed updating reduces the cache misses significantly for Matching, but the queue man- agement overhead for delayed updates reduces the impact on runtimes. However, both these variations lead to greater impact on runtimes for b-Matching. The ordering of vertices impacts the performance of both Matching and b-Matching algorithms in terms of the numbers of proposals, but due to the overhead cost of computing the vertex ordering, we do not see greatly reduced runtimes for our multithreaded algorithms.
5. Parallel Performance. Among the algorithms we have considered so far, LD and b-Suitor are the only algorithms with sufficient concurrency that makes them suitable for parallelization. We parallelized all variants of these two algorithms but the completely sorted variants are not competitive in terms of runtimes, and thus we report results for the unsorted and partially sorted variants. Table 8 shows the parallel performance of these algorithms on 16 cores of the Intel Xeon processor. Note that the b-Suitor and LD algorithms separate quite nicely into two groups, with the former performing better by large factors. Note that the partial sorting of the adjacency lists of the vertices can be performed concurrently on multiple threads, and thus the relative overhead they add to the algorithms is less significant. Hence among the b-Suitor algorithms, ST DP is the fastest closely followed by ST EP , and among the LD algorithms, LD P is the fastest. Each variant of b-Suitor is clearly faster than the variants of the LD algorithms by factors as large as 35 on the average.
Next, we compare the speed-up achieved by the best performing b-Suitor and LD algorithms on 16 cores of the Intel Xeon in Figure 5 . Due to the significant differences in performance, we plot the y-axis in log scale. That is, we calculate the speed up and then take the logarithm (to the base two) of that speed up. The baseline serial algorithm here is the LD algorithm with partial sorting of adjacency lists. This is why we see speed ups larger than log 2 (16) = 4 for b-Suitor DP variant algorithm. We observe that the LD partial sorted variant does not scale well in general and it achieves only 8× speed up except for the problem geo 14 which is a denser problem. 5.1. Optimizations of the Parallel b-Suitor algorithm. We optimized our implementation of the b-Suitor algorithm to take advantage of the features of modern microprocessor architectures on the Intel Xeon. Our optimizations include aligned memory allocation to increase cache line usage [18] and software prefetch instructions (using _mm_prefetch intrinsics) to ensure that data resides in nearby caches when it is accessed. We use dynamic scheduling to improve load balancing among the threads and the chunk size of 256 gave the best performance.
In b-Suitor, threads access various shared data structures. Threads need to get exclusive access to vertex data when they update the heap; we implement spin-locks using light-weight __sync_fetch_and_add atomics instead of traditional locks to reduce overheads. This locking scheme is specific to the Intel architecture but any atomic instruction should work. Further, we observe that each thread inserts vertices into the queue Q of vertices whose proposals are annulled, requiring frequent locking of the data structure. To reduce this overhead, each thread t maintains a small private queue Q t that is sized to be cache-resident and only writes to it. Whenever Q t is full, the thread t locks Q once and moves all vertices from Q t to Q, thus reducing the number of total locks. We experimented with different sizes of this thread private queues and the queue size of 512 and 256 performed the best overall for Intel Xeon and Xeon Phi respectively.
We demonstrate the impact of these optimization techniques in Figure 6 . We take the naive b-Suitor implementation as the baseline for the comparison. The Figure  shows the impact of our optimizations normalized to the baseline implementation, set to one. We observe that dynamic scheduling improves the performance by up to 21% (with geometric mean of 8%). Incorporating private queues per thread gave an additional 10% (geometric mean 4.7%) performance improvement. Spin locks and heap optimizations contribute an additional 28% (geometric mean 13.8%) and 30% (geometric mean 10%). When combined with prefetching and other techniques, the overall performance improvement of the optimized code is a factor of 2.1 (geometric mean 1.9). We have seen that the Delayed Partial b-Suitor is the best performing algorithm both in the serial and shared memory context. So now we focus on the parallel performance of the ST DP algorithm when the values of b(v) vary, on the Intel Xeon Phi. In Figure 7 , we observe that scalability increases with the increase of b(v) because there is more work per node (as well as per thread). We see that ST DP scales up linearly to 54× on the Intel Xeon Phi with 60 cores. (For the Xeon, the figure is 14× for 16 cores.) We also compare the parallel run times on 16 cores of the Intel Xeon with 60 cores of the Intel Xeon Phi in Figure 8 . Xeon Phi has 4× as many cores as the Xeon, but each Phi core is roughly 2.5× slower than the Xeon. With this configuration, the Xeon Phi is up to 2.3× faster than Xeon, and this is fairly representative of the performance observed on other algorithms [34] . 6. Conclusions. We have designed and implemented several variants of a new half-approximation algorithm for computing maximum weighted b-Matchings in graphs, called b-Suitor. The algorithm computes the same matching as the one that would be obtained by the Greedy as well the as the LD algorithms. We show that b-Suitor computes matchings with weights that are comparable to or better by a few percent than the Path Growing (PGA) algorithm that uses dynamic programming to improve the weight. The b-Suitor algorithm traverses fewer edges and more cache hits than the LD algorithm, and has more concurrency relative to the latter algorithm. Hence the b-Suitor algorithm outperforms it by a factor of fourteen (geometric mean) with respect to runtimes on 16 cores of an Intel Xeon multiprocessor. Strong scaling is also observed on the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor, and speedups of fifty are seen on 60 (slower) cores relative to the time on one core (a factor of three greater clock frequency) of a Xeon processor. We believe that this approach could yield effective distributed memory b-Matching algorithms as well. In related work, we have used the b-Suitor algorithm and a b-Edge cover algorithm to solve a problem in data privacy [4] .
